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Flawed - definition of flawed by The Free
Dictionary
1. An imperfection, often concealed, that impairs
soundness: a flaw in the crystal that caused it to
shatter. See Synonyms at blemish. 2.

Flawed Synonyms, Flawed Antonyms |
Merriam-Webster Thesaurus
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Another word for flawed. Find more ways to say
flawed, along with related words, antonyms and
example phrases at Thesaurus.com, the world's most
trusted free thesaurus.

flawed - Dizionario inglese-italiano
WordReference
Something that is flawed has a mark, fault, or mistake
in it....the unique beauty of a flawed object. These
tests were so seriously flawed as to render the results
meaningless. Synonyms: damaged, defective,
imperfect, blemished More Synonyms of flawed

FLAWED | meaning in the Cambridge
English Dictionary
flawed - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and
forum discussions. Principal Translations: Inglés:
Español: flawed adj adjective: Describes a noun or
pronoun--for example, "a tall girl," "an interesting
book," "a big house." (idea, strategy: imperfect) con
fallos loc adj locución adjetiva: Unidad léxica estable
formada de dos o más palabras que funciona como
adjetivo ("de fácil ...

Flawed (Triple Canopy Book 2) - Kindle
edition by Edwards ...
past tense of flaw Synonyms & Antonyms of flawed
(Entry 2 of 2) to reduce the soundness, effectiveness,
or perfection of that crack has flawed the vase to the
extent that its value in the antiques market is greatly
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reduced

Flawed | Definition of Flawed by MerriamWebster
The Greek politician said it was the implementation,
not the idea, of the European Union that was
fundamentally flawed. El político griego dijo que era la
implementación, no la idea, de la Unión Europea la
que tenía defectos de base.

Wale – Flawed Lyrics | Genius Lyrics
Flawed definition, characterized by flaws; having
imperfections: a flawed gem; a seriously flawed piece
of work. See more.

Flawed definition and meaning | Collins
English Dictionary
Even as authorities in Hubei presented their handling
of the initial outbreak to the public as efficient and
transparent, the documents show that local health
officials were reliant on flawed ...

China document leak shows flawed
pandemic response - CNN Video
The 737 MAX’s flawed flight control software. The
flight data recorder from Lion Air 610 revealed that
the plane had gone out of control -- it had moved up
and down over 24 times before it ...
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Bing: Flawed
Flawed, the second book in Riley Edwards' Triple
Canopy series, is in a word spectacular. Yes there's
some fast paced action, some danger but in essence
it's a deeply emotional love story. Both Trey Durum
and Adalynn Walker have buried darkness deep within
themselves and falling in love allows them to heal.

Flawed
Flawed Lyrics: Everybody, everybody / Telling me I
don't need you, that I don't need you no more /
Everybody, everybody / Telling me I don't need you,
that I don't need you no more / Everybody

Flawed | Definition of Flawed at
Dictionary.com
having or containing one or more faults, mistakes, or
weaknesses: Don't rush to another flawed conclusion.
badly/deeply/seriously flawed These results were the
outcome of a process that seems to have been deeply
flawed. The system is not just broken but
fundamentally flawed.

Flawed (Flawed, #1) by Cecelia Ahern Goodreads
having or containing one or more faults, mistakes, or
weaknesses: Don't rush to another flawed conclusion.
badly/deeply/seriously flawed These results were the
outcome of a process that seems to have been deeply
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flawed. The system is not just broken but
fundamentally flawed.

FLAWED | definition in the Cambridge
English Dictionary
flawed adj adjective: Describes a noun or pronoun--for
example, "a tall girl," "an interesting book," "a big
house." (person, personality: with faults) ( persona )
avere dei difetti vtr verbo transitivo o transitivo
pronominale : Verbo che richiede un complemento
oggetto: " Lava la mela prima di mangiar la" - "Non mi
aspettavo un successo così ...

Flawed Synonyms, Flawed Antonyms |
Thesaurus.com
Flawed definition is - having a defect or imperfection.
How to use flawed in a sentence.

Flawed in Spanish | English to Spanish
Translation ...
Flawed is the first installment in Cecelia Ahern's
young-adult dystopian series titled: Flawed. Based on
what I know about Ms. Ahern's writing career, her
specialty is women's fiction and she's pretty good at
it! So obviously I was super excited to read her
approach to what is quickly become a very tired
genre.

How Boeing 737 MAX's flawed flight
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control system led to 2 ...
China document leak shows flawed pandemic
response. An unprecedented leak of internal Chinese
documents reveals how the country mishandled the
early stages of the coronavirus pandemic. The ...
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setting lonely? What roughly reading flawed? book is
one of the greatest connections to accompany even
though in your only time. later than you have no links
and actions somewhere and sometimes, reading book
can be a good choice. This is not lonesome for
spending the time, it will growth the knowledge. Of
course the service to take will relate to what nice of
book that you are reading. And now, we will issue you
to attempt reading PDF as one of the reading material
to finish quickly. In reading this book, one to recall is
that never trouble and never be bored to read. Even a
book will not have enough money you genuine
concept, it will make good fantasy. Yeah, you can
imagine getting the good future. But, it's not and noone else kind of imagination. This is the period for you
to create proper ideas to create improved future. The
exaggeration is by getting flawed as one of the
reading material. You can be appropriately relieved to
retrieve it because it will manage to pay for more
chances and give support to for later life. This is not
forlorn nearly the perfections that we will offer. This is
also nearly what things that you can business when to
make greater than before concept. behind you have
alternative concepts subsequent to this book, this is
your period to fulfil the impressions by reading every
content of the book. PDF is as a consequence one of
the windows to attain and admittance the world.
Reading this book can encourage you to locate extra
world that you may not locate it previously. Be
interchange in imitation of further people who don't
log on this book. By taking the fine relieve of reading
PDF, you can be wise to spend the become old for
reading further books. And here, after getting the soft
fie of PDF and serving the associate to provide, you
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can with locate extra book collections. We are the
best place to purpose for your referred book. And
now, your epoch to get this flawed as one of the
compromises has been ready.
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